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INSIDE VT WOOD
Reminder…
Remember to submit department news items by Friday 3 p.m. of each week to Will Pfeil at wpfeil@vt.edu for
inclusion in Inside VT WOOD each Monday morning. All past issues of Inside VT Wood reside on our department
website under the publications link.

News From Paul Winistorfer
• Our Graduate Student Spotlight this week is on Braden White, MS candidate working in the area of distribution
packaging and unit load design.
• A late fall clean up is coming to the Brooks Center beginning tomorrow, Tuesday November 28th. Containers will
be available for disposal of wood materials. Bob Wright is coordinating this effort. Please work with Bob, Kenny,
Rick and David to take advantage of the opportunity to dispose of old test materials and other unwanted items.
• I met last week with a high school student and his parents. Student Aaron Boch is a senior in a WoodLINKS USA
sanctioned school in Ohio and will make application for our program fall 2008. I am currently ‘recruiting’ from
across the WoodLINKS USA network of schools and teachers for our fall 2008 enrollment.

WoodLINKS USA Board of Directors Meeting
The WoodLINKS USA Board of Directors met November 21 in Chicago at the headquarters of FDM magazine.
Board members present for the meeting included (L-R) Steve Finnessy (Boehm Madisen Lumber Company), Paul
Winistorfer (Department of Wood Science Virginia Tech), Mark Roberts (Mesa Public Schools, Mesa Arizona),
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Patrick Molzahn (Madison Area Technical College Madison, Wisconsin), Jim Ruffolo (Burger Boat Company
Manitowoc, Wisconsin), Jerry Finch ( Fox Valley Technical College Oshkosh, Wisconsin), Keith Malmstadt (Great
Lake Woods, Inc. Hollan,d, Michigan), Steve Ehle (Wood Digest magazine Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin) and Mark Smith
(WoodLINKS National Program Director). Steve Finnessy was reelected to serve an additional term as secretarytreasurer. Paul Winistorfer was reelected to serve as President of WoodLINKS for a special one year term. This
was Mark Smith’s first board meeting as National Director of WoodLINKS USA. Smith was appointed National
Director in June 2007.

Professor and Department Head, Department of Forestry – Position Available
The position of Professor and Department Head of the Virginia Tech Department of Forestry is available and the
search has begun. Please see the web resource site established for this important leadership search in our college:
http://www.forestry.vt.edu/searchresources

Lunch and Learn program
Lunch and Learn program to begin in January. Beginning in January the department will host a once-a-month ‘Lunch
and Learn’ informal brown-bag lunch program. This is not a formal seminar program – but an opportunity to put
topics on the table for anyone in the department to participate in. Volunteers are needed to lead a discussion on a
topic of your interest for each month during the spring.

The Next Wave of Globalization: Offshoring R&D to India and China
By Stephanie Overby, CIO | October 31, 2007

Entrepreneur-turned-academic Vivek Wadhwa is up front about his use of offshoring and importing foreign talent in
a previous professional life as founder and CEO of two technology companies. “I was one of the first to outsource
software development to Russia in the early ‘90s. I was one of the first to use H-1B visas to bring workers to the
U.S.A.,” Wadhwa says. “Why did I do that? Because it was cheaper.”
That tactic is even more lucrative for corporations today, says Wadhwa: “When you have a person on H-1B waiting
for a green card, you have them captive for six to 10 years.”
Wadhwa, who was addressing an audience at Harvard University, where he is now a Wertheim Fellow at Harvard
Law School’s Labor and Worklife Program , says outsourcing work to lower-cost countries and importing temporary
foreign workers is all part of a larger globalization transformation that is happening “an order of magnitude faster
than the industrial revolution.” According to Wadhwa, the ramifications of globalization will be much greater than
the industrial revolution. “It will impact our standard of living here in the U.S. in the next five to 10 years.”
For better or worse? That depends on whom you ask, says Wadhwa. And it may be beside the point. “Globalization
is the reality,” Wadhwa says. “Whether you like it or not, it’s happening.”
It’s no longer just “low-end” work like call center positions or data entry or even midlevel programming that’s being
shipped to China and India. High-value research and development work also is moving offshore, says Pete Engardio,
a BusinessWeek senior editor who has been writing about globalization for 20 years in addition to being a Harvard
Law School Wertheim Fellow. And while cost is still the major driver, it’s also about where talent and capabilities are
available - and where they are available in mass.
Challenging Conventional Wisdom About Engineering Talent, Visa Arguments

In fact, globalization is happening so fast, academics like Wadhwa (also an executive in residence at Duke University’s
Pratt School of Engineering can’t keep pace. Inspired by his students, Wadhwa decided to fill the void with some
research of his own. “I had four or five students come up to me one week and ask, ‘What courses can we take that
will make us outsourcing-proof?’” says Wadhwa. “These students were paying megabucks
to study there and should be very well sought after and yet they were worried about their
Continued on Page 4
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GRADUATE STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

M

y name is Braden White and I am a second year
graduate student in Packaging Science. I was born
and raised in Blacksburg, Virginia. My parents are
Mark and Joy White. My older sister, Megan, graduated from
Hollins University and currently lives and works for a law firm
in Manhattan. My father recently retired from Virginia Tech
after thirty-one years, where he was director of the Center for
Unit Load Design (CULD) and is now a professor emeritus.
He currently runs his own company providing packaging and
materials handling solutions for various industries. My mother
is a teacher who has devoted thirty-two years to teaching
children in grades kindergarten through middle school. My
girlfriend Loren will be graduating from Virginia Tech in May
with a degree in mechanical engineering.

Braden White, M.S. Candidate

I graduated from Blacksburg High School in 2001 and decided
to attend Virginia Tech. During my sophomore year I started
working as a lab technician for CULD. The three years of
testing I did at the center sparked my interest, causing me
to change my major to wood science. Working at the center
gave me not only the experience of testing various pallet and
packaging designs and concepts, but also the opportunity to
engage in three different short courses further enhancing my
understanding of pallet/unit load design and packaging.

I graduated from Virginia Tech in December of 2005 with a B.S. in wood science including a
packaging option and decided to spend some time traveling in New Zealand. I was given the
opportunity to tour the major pallet manufacturer of New Zealand, Timpack, as well as visiting a
softwood saw mill in this fascinating country. Traveling is one of my passions in life because of my
parent’s belief in exposing their children to other cultures. This has allowed me to travel to Spain,
France, Italy, Holland, and Sweden. However, in spite of all these adventures, my favorite destination
continues to be our farm in Norway, Maine. My other hobbies include snowboarding, scuba diving,
swimming, and tennis. These activities have lead to my travels out west and to the Caribbean, as well as
around the East coast.
All my life I have been an animal lover, growing up in an environment some would call a zoo. My
family has always had a Newfoundland dog and at least two cats along with a variety of fish in the
pond. My mom has always been an animal rescuer, saving such animals as opossums and ducks. My
sophomore year in college I got my dog Charlie who was also a rescue.
My research at Virginia Tech has focused on the mechanical interactions between distribution
packaging and pallet decks. My testing has been specific to studying the correlations between deck
board stiffness and packaging load distributions. I plan on defending my thesis in May and entering the
industry for employment. I intend on interviewing for a job in the spring hopefully to find a position
that challenges me as well as allowing me to develop the skills I will need outside the university.
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jobs. That didn’t make sense to me.” He and his students began to explore what he describes as commonly accepted
misinformation about graduation rates around the globe and the “skills shortage” forcing U.S. companies to go
abroad.
According to the U.S. Department of Education, America matriculates 70,000 students with undergraduate degrees
in engineering every year, versus 350,000 produced by India and 600,000 produced by China. But China’s numbers,
which Wadhwa calls “propaganda,” include “short cycle” degrees and rely on a looser definition of engineering. “The
Chinese government told the provinces they had to produce more engineering degrees,” Wadhwa says, “and the
provinces gave them what they wanted.”
India’s numbers also include two-year diplomas. As a result, India and China can promote themselves as engineeringdegree machines but “the vast majority of the graduates are unemployable,” he says. (Wadhwa is currently getting
a mix of cheers and jeers for his BusinessWeek.com column from Oct. 26, “The Science Education Myth”, in which
he cites an Urban Institute study that claims that U.S. schools are turning out more capable science and engineering
graduates than the job market can support.)
As for the talent crunch argument that Bill Gates and others employ when lobbying for more foreign worker visas,
Wadhwa also pushes back. He and his students surveyed 78 leaders at U.S. companies that were outsourcing
high-tech work. The majority said they had trouble finding qualified candidates in the U.S. However those same
respondents recorded job acceptance rates of greater than 60 percent, with those rates either remaining constant
or increasing, and time to fill an open position of four months or less. There’s a shortage all right, says Wadhwa, but
it’s “a shortage of engineers below market price that work day and night like slave labor.”
When asked about issues like the productivity and quality of Indian and Chinese employees versus their American
counterparts, there was little debate among respondents to Wadhwa’s survey. Eight-seven percent said U.S. workers
were as productive as or more so than Indian or Chinese workers, and 96 percent said that their U.S. locations
produced equal or higher quality work than their centers in China and India. The advantage with U.S. workers,
according to survey respondents, included communication skills, understanding of U.S. industry, business acumen,
education and proximity. Chinese workers were valued for their low labor cost and willingness to work long hours,
while Indian workers were sought after for their low labor cost, work ethic, English skills and technical knowledge.
The View from India, Where R&D is Rising

In spite of the survey respondents’ praise of American workers, the offshoring of engineering and IT work to China
and India continues for a variety of reasons, including the availability and cost of labor, and its proximity to new
product markets.
BusinessWeek’s Engardio described for the audience what he saw on his latest trips to Asia. Bangalore, the capital of
India’s IT industry, is home to Motorola’s R&D lab, where employees designed 40 percent of the value of company’s
latest RAZR models. Next door at NXP (a company spun off from Philips Semiconductors), workers are designing
the chip sets for high definition televisions. General Electric’s campus, called the Jack Welch Technology Center,
features lovely low-slung buildings, first-class gyms and food courts-and much of GE’s product design work. “When I
talk to economists or I read a lot of the public discussion of outsourcing, they still draw a lot of distinctions between
what’s being done ‘here’ and what’s being done ‘there,’” says Engardio. “They’ll say the high-end stuff is done here (in
the U.S.). The low-end, repetitive stuff is done ‘there.’” That’s not true, says Engardio. GE and Motorola aren’t just
employing coders or call center workers abroad, “they’re employing scientists.”
North of Bangalore, Hyderabad has a booming biotech industrial zone, says Engardio, that stretches for miles,
housing 37 contract research organizations. “Three years ago, you could not get a major pharmaceutical company to
say they would shift R&D to India,” Engardio says. “Today they’re doing it. Big pharma is gearing up big time.”
The same day Wadhwa and Engardio conducted their seminar at Harvard, General Motors announced its plans to
build an advanced research center in Shanghai to develop hybrid and other leading-edge car technologies. “There are
great quantitative and qualitative leaps in what is being doing in Asia,” Engardio says.
And it’s not just massive multinational corporations setting up R&D shops in Asia. Top-tier Indian IT service
providers, once known for pure software development, are going after R&D business too, says Engardio. Satyam has
set up a huge, industrial engineering facility. HCL Technologies is doing avionics work for Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner .
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How is all this high-end work getting done if the vast majority of engineering undergraduates in India are indeed
“unemployable” out of school and India produces fewer than 1,000 PhDs a year (compared to nearly 8,000 in the
U.S.)?
For one thing, says Wadhwa, the multinationals and third-party contractors are more than happy to train local
graduates who may not be ready to hit the ground running. Some have set up their own six-month “finishing
schools” to do just that. The problem with post-graduate degree production in India is proving to be no barrier,
says Wadhwa, because many of the researchers and scientists currently working there were educated in the U.S.
Due to the difficulty of obtaining work visas or green cards in the United States, these workers have sought greener
pastures in India, China and elsewhere, he says.
For its part, China is actually working on improving its educational system the way it improved its manufacturing
processes over the last two decades, according to Wadhwa. But India doesn’t have to produce its own postgraduate degrees, says Engardio. “We’re talking about chemists and molecular biologists with master’s degrees or
PhDs coming from U.S. to India where it’s not doom and gloom,” Engardio says. “There’s a lot of opportunity.”
While R&D Goes Offshore, Innovation Stays. For Now.

When you’re talking about offshoring, Engardio says, the conversation is no longer just about costs. It’s also about
where talent and capabilities are available. Though cost-cutting remains the driver behind offshoring, Engardio says
this work won’t come back to the U.S. as India’s wages or other costs rise. “The shift is permanent,” Engardio says.
In other words, American workers may be terrific. But they’re expensive. And there aren’t enough of them,
according to Engardio. If the U.S. held on to more of the foreign-born students awarded advanced degrees, there
might not be as many of them available in India or China either, according to Wadhwa.
One of the drivers of this R&D shift overseas is the rise of virtual prototyping. That ability to design and test
machines on a computer has made design work more mobile. And engineers trained in the necessary software are
plentiful in India. That’s good, says Engardio, because these companies need “lots and lots of engineers.”
Also integral to the shift of product R&D offshore is the focus on embedded software. Fifty percent of the value in
new cars, for example, is in the dashboard, Engardio says. “There’s a tremendous need for engineering and software
expertise,” he says, “and the Indian IT services companies like Wipro and Tata have that. They are now the biggest
industrial design companies in the world.”
The dynamic turns R&D offshoring into a slightly different numbers game. “If you want to keep up and have to
introduce this kind of innovation and the myriad services you need to offer, it would be very difficult to do in the
U.S. just due to workforce capacity issues,” Engardio says.
Then there’s the other reason R&D is increasingly headquartered in India and China: proximity to emerging
markets. Cisco now has 2,000 people doing R&D in India. “The head of that center sits in an office and looks like
a modern day Pharaoh with the scale of building under way around him,” says Engardio. “He says in five years, they
will have 10,000 people. And by the way, I’m not looking for average engineers. I want innovators. These are no
cheap bodies.” Why? He’s not looking at the U.S. as his major market for product sales. He’s looking at emerging
technology greenfields markets like Dubai in the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia. “All the new developments
outfitted with next generation telecom networks we’ll never see in the U.S.,” says Engardio. “The next generation
of services is going to be in Asia.” So Cisco is situating the design work in India. “Is it going to work out?” asks
Engardio. “Who knows? But it seems like the right bet.”
Anything that a company’s customer touches and feels will remain harder to offshore to India, China or anywhere
else, says Engardio. And perhaps, most important, so too the innovation itself. The product ideas happen at
headquarters and are executed elsewhere.
“The only thing (India) isn’t doing is owning the intellectual property. The multinationals are pulling the strings and
staying at the top of the food chain, which is why the debate over whether this is good or bad for the United States
is very, very murky,” says Engardio, “The American companies have India working for us, in a way.”
© 2007 CXO Media Inc.
This article can be found at: http://www.cio.com/article/150652/The_Next_Wave_of_Globalization_Offshoring_R_D_to_India_
and_China_
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